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ABSTRACT
Content-Centric Networks (CCNs) promise to deliver con-
tent in a better way than today’s Internet. In CCNs, effi-
cient content delivery services can be achieved by using cache
storage on routers. However, an effective caching scheme
in CCNs is never established, because the communication
method in CCNs differs from that in traditional networks.
Therefore, we propose a selective caching scheme which only
caches content likely to be used next. Furthermore, we show
its effectiveness through simulations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design—Distributed networks
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1. INTRODUCTION
The utility form of the Internet has changed from traditional
inter-user communication into communication based on con-
tent delivery services, as the use of content delivery services
over the Internet has become more attractive and widely
spread. Therefore, Information-Centric Networks (ICNs),
which are designed for content delivery services, are attract-
ing much attention.

In Content-Centric Networks (CCNs) [1] being developed as
one of the ICN projects, a content item is segmented into
smaller data units, typically called chunks. Chunks have a
content identifier. A Content Router (CR) is a relay node in
a CCN. It has cache storage, which is called Content Store
(CS). A CR can store chunks in CS when it forwards them.
When a user requests content, the user sends request pack-
ets with a content identifier for the corresponding chunks to
the server which has the original content. At that time, a
CR receiving the request packets sends the requested chunks
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back to the user if it has them in its CS. The amount of for-
warded content on CCNs is larger than the capacity of CS
[2]. The stored chunks in CS are updated frequently, so fast
Random Access Memory (RAM) with a 4–16 GByte capac-
ity is commonly used as the CS storage medium. Therefore,
to use the limited resources of CS effectively, appropriate se-
lection of which chunks to store or discard in CS is necessary
when a CR forwards chunks.

The commonly used caching scheme is the Least Recently
Used (LRU) algorithm where the least recently used data
is discarded when new data is received. However, if the
number of forwarded chunks exceeds the CS capacity, the
frequent cache updates of CS will decrease how much infor-
mation can be used from stored chunks [3]. These schemes
may thus degrade the CS utilization efficiency since they
cannot determine which chunks should be stored.

It is clearly necessary to select appropriate chunks to be
stored according to the CS capacity and the number of for-
warded chunks on each CR when the CR receives chunks.
The frequency of cache updates on CS will be high if all re-
ceived chunks are stored, meaning that wasteful updates will
occur: a received chunk less likely to be used next (CLN)
could cause the chunk likely to be used next (CUN) to be dis-
carded. We propose a selective caching scheme to suppress
unnecessary updates by not storing CLN, and this will im-
prove CS utilization efficiency. More specifically, our scheme
determines the CLN based on the history of the received re-
quest packets and the CS capacity. We show its effectiveness
through simulations.

2. PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed scheme uses the received history of request
packets on CR to determine the CLN. Specifically, CR cal-
culates the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
Ec of the number of received requests Rc for the chunk c.
The weighted average is calculated to adapt to changes in
content popularity. Ec is updated every L request packets
received by the expression Ec = αRc+(1−α)Ec, where α is
a weighting factor. Each CR maintains Ec as a request his-
tory list and a chunk with a rank higher than a threshold N
on the request history list sorted by Ec in descending order
is added to a candidate list for storing chunks. When a CR
forwards a received chunk, it will be stored if the chunk is
listed on the candidate list as shown in Fig. 1. In this study,
we assume that one request packet is sent to obtain a chunk
and the chunk size is fixed.
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Figure 1: Proposed scheme

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Simulation time 40 [s]

CS size 1000 [chunk]

Discard algorithm on CS LRU

Content size 1–100 [chunk]

Frequency of request time 0.0–0.1 [ms]

Delay time on each link 5 [ms]

α: Weight of EWMA 0.7

L: Frequency of updating request history 1000 [chunk]

N : Threshold of candidate list 1200 [chunk]

If the threshold N to store the received chunk is equal to
the CS capacity, the CS utilization efficiency will be good.
This is because all of the CUNs can be stored in CS. That
is, a stored chunk x with large Ex will not be discarded to
store another received chunk y with small Ey in the cache
update process. However, this approach is limited to use in
a steady state. It takes time to converge Ec into a reliable
value to store CUNs because the candidate list is created
from the past request history. In particular, when content
popularity changes frequently, the chunks being well used in
the future will still have low Ec and will not be included on
the candidate list.

Our proposed scheme can improve performance if param-
eters α and N are set to appropriate values according to
changes in content popularity. In this study, we first focus
on the key idea of our scheme, that CLNs are not stored so
that CS utilization efficiency will be improved.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To investigate the efficiency of our scheme, we evaluate it
through simulations using Network Simulator ns-3 after im-
plementation of the proposed scheme. In this paper, we use
a linear topology to focus on the basic characteristic of CRs.
That is, we focus on one of communication paths. The client
sends request packets to the server through five CRs. The
CRs send the requested chunks back to the client instead of
the server if they have them. Table 1 summarizes the sim-
ulation parameters. We assume that packet losses do not
occur in this simulation so that we can evaluate the basic
efficiency characteristics of CRs. The content popularity fol-
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Figure 2: Average number of hops

lows a Zipf distribution [4]. As mentioned in the previous
section, the appropriate values of parameters α and N will
be investigated in future work.

Figure 2 shows the simulation results. The X-axis is the total
number of chunks of all content that the server stores, while
the Y-axis is the average number of hops needed to obtain
all of the chunks. The proposed scheme reduces the average
number of hops compared to the traditional scheme which
stores all of the forwarded chunks on CRs [1] over a wide
range of the total number of chunks. This is because the
proposed scheme can suppress unnecessary cache updates
by not storing CLNs.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a caching scheme that suppresses
unnecessary cache updating by not storing the CLNs so as to
improve the CS utilization efficiency in CCNs. More specifi-
cally, this scheme determines the CLNs based on the history
of received request packets and the CS capacity. Simulation
evaluations indicated the proposed scheme is effective. In
our future work, we will clarify the correlation between the
parameters of our scheme and changes in content popularity.
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